Abstract-Multiple-antenna handheld terminals are an integral part of the latest mobile communication systems, due to the adoption of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology. In this contribution, MIMO performances of three multiple-antenna configurations for smart phones are investigated in an urban macrocellular environment, based on an extensive MIMO measurement campaign at 2.65 GHz. The smart phones were held in a two-hand user grip position and both downlink noise-and interference-limited scenarios were evaluated. Our results show that, overall along the test route, the capacity performances are dictated by the power of the communication links. Nevertheless, locally, the multipath richness of the communication channel can have a significant impact on the capacity performances. In addition to the terminal antenna configurations, spatial and cross polarization references were also utilized to further illustrate the importance of multipath richness in both the desired and the interference channels. Moreover, the differences in the local capacity performances along the route for the three antenna configurations give a first indication of the potential benefit in implementing reconfigurable multiple antennas. If switching for maximum capacity is applied between the terminal antenna configurations in the two-hand grip position, average capacity improvements of up to 17% and 30% for local 20 m route sections are observed in the noise-and the interference-limited scenarios, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE huge potential of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology to give impressive performance gains in wireless communications is now an undisputed fact [1] . This has led to it being an important feature in both existing and upcoming wireless communications systems. One such example is long term evolution (LTE), which is currently being deployed worldwide. In LTE, it is mandatory for both base stations (BSs) and user terminals to be equipped with two or more (co-band) antennas for MIMO operations. As a result of commercial rollouts of MIMO technology, implementation of multiple antennas for small user devices that are both practical and optimal is capturing growing interest in the research community [2] . Unlike conventional single-input single-output (SISO) systems, in which the antenna design for user terminal is mainly about good efficiency and omni-directional coverage, multiple antenna terminals in MIMO systems are required to facilitate spatially independent signals that enhances link reliability and/or support parallel sub-channels (i.e., spatial multiplexing). Hence, the performance of a multiple antenna terminal critically depends on its interaction with the base station's multiple antennas, the propagation channel and the user. In other words, the achieved overall MIMO channel is of paramount importance.
Therefore, MIMO channel measurements have been an important approach of evaluating the overall communication channel, and in the context of this work, the terminal antenna configurations. However, the majority of the existing contributions which involve extensive outdoor and indoor measurement campaigns have considered only close-to-ideal configurations for optimizing MIMO performance [3] - [9] . Few studies involve compact terminal antenna configurations [10] - [13] , and even fewer are taking into consideration the effects of user on the configurations [12] , [14] . For the cases where a comparison between antenna configurations is provided, it is generally performed between mobile devices of different forms and sizes, such as laptops, mobile phones and data cards. Another common feature of these research contributions is that they are limited to noise-limited scenarios. Thus, to our knowledge, there has not been any attempt to explore measured capacity performances of realistic MIMO terminal devices, with or without the presence of a user, and in the presence of co-channel interference.
Furthermore, existing empirical studies focus on average performance over measurement routes, with the recurring conclusion that different terminal antenna configurations have similar capacity performance, as long as the antennas efficiencies are not very different [11] , [12] . The results in [3] suggest that the performance is insensitive to the array configurations, even though each of the three monopole configurations used in the study explores one or a combination of different diversity mechanisms (i.e., spatial, angle and polarization diversities). Nevertheless, the capacity performance of each transmit (TX)-receive (RX) configuration in the same paper exhibits locally dif- Fig. 1 . A prototype in a two-hand grip position is placed on the roof of the measurement van. On the right, the detailed two-hand grip and the corresponding coordinate system used for the setup in the field and anechoic chamber measurements are shown. ferent behavior along the chosen driving route due to different antenna-channel interactions in the non-stationary propagation environment. The local variation of the capacity has been previously highlighted in [15] , [16] and further analyzed in [17] for close-to-ideal antenna configurations.
In this contribution, we investigate the MIMO performances of three simple dual-antenna topologies that are based on the available space for antenna implementation in a realistic, typical size, smart phone prototype. To achieve this, we fabricated three prototypes that were identical except for their antenna topologies. The 2 2 MIMO channels between these prototypes held in a two-hand grip position (see Fig. 1 ) and each of three dual-polarized BS sectors were obtained through an extensive channel measurement campaign at 2.65 GHz in a (European city) urban macrocellular environment. Our immediate interest is in downlink transmission, where the user terminal is on the RX side. This is because our setup was partly designed to study the effect of interference in the downlink. Moreover, LTE only requires downlink MIMO operation.
The primary purpose behind the evaluation is to study the potential of antenna system design as one key performance differentiator among terminals of the same form factor when utilized by a user. This study is performed by analyzing both overall and local channel performances. For closer correspondence to reality, MIMO capacity is obtained for both noise-limited (NL) and interference-limited (IL) scenarios. Whereas the noise-limited scenario is often chosen for convenience, the interference-limited scenario is more typical for urban environments with dense BS deployments. Moreover, as reference cases, two close-to-ideal reference antenna configurations were included in the same measurement campaign. We note that some preliminary results from this work, which focus on the terminal performance in the free space case, are reported in [18] .
In Section II, the extensive MIMO channel measurement campaign is described in detail. In Section III, terminal and reference multi-antenna configurations and their radiation performances are presented. This is followed by a description of the evaluation methodology of this paper in Section IV. Section V provides comprehensive results, together with comments and discussions. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN
The measurements of multi-antenna communication channel were conducted with a proprietary wideband channel sounder comprising an 8-branch transmitter and a 4-branch receiver operating with a bandwidth of 20 MHz in the 2.65 GHz frequency band. The channel sounding equipment was to a large extent tailor-built to conform to the LTE standard, with one major exception that it was designed for the purpose of high quality channel estimation rather than wireless communication. The purpose is fulfilled by transmitting pilot symbols over the full bandwidth and by utilizing on-line calibration of the transmitter and receiver radio branches to eliminate amplitude and phase errors. Pilot symbols from the TX branches were time-multiplexed over 9 LTE symbols, where the 9th symbol was left unused to allow receiver calibration. Synchronization of the transmitter and receiver was achieved through the use of rubidium frequency standards. A complete snapshot of the 20 MHz, 8 4 MIMO channel was recorded every 5.33 ms and stored on a disk for off-line post processing and analysis. The pilot symbols for each snapshot were sent under 100 s, which ensures that quasi-static channel estimates are obtained.
The measurement campaign was conducted in Kista, the northern part of Stockholm, Sweden. This is an urban area with predominantly five to eight stories high office buildings. The channel sounder TX branches were connected in pairs to three dual-polarized sector-covering antennas (65 beamwidth, 18 dBi gain), which were installed on the roof of a building. The roof level was at a height of 34 m above the ground level. The TX antenna configuration enables a three-sector BS site, similar to those commonly utilized in wireless cellular systems. An additional pair of omni-directional antennas, which was placed at the same site, was connected to the last pair of the TX branches, though these will not be considered further in this paper.
The 4-branch receiver was installed in a measurement van and connected to the RX antenna configurations placed on the roof of the van (see Fig. 1 ). Hence, two dual-antenna configurations were evaluated simultaneously in any given measurement. The measurements were performed with the van driving along different measurement routes within the three-sector site at speeds not exceeding 30 km/h. This was to ensure sampling of at least two measurement points per traveled wavelength, in order to obtain more data for good statistics. GPS positioning was used to simplify comparison of consecutive measurements with different antenna configurations. For simplicity and compactness of this presentation, this paper focuses on the 0 to 600 m part of a route illustrated in Fig. 2 . Similar trends in results have been observed along the remaining part of this route, as well as along other measurement routes that are not shown in Fig. 2 . The repeatability of the results has also been confirmed using overlapping part(s) of a given route (such as the 80 m overlap between 
III. DUAL-ANTENNA CONFIGURATIONS UNDER EVALUATION
A number of dual-antenna configurations at 2.65 GHz were evaluated in the measurement campaign. However, we only provide the technical details and results for a subset of two reference and three terminal dual-antenna configurations, since they are representative of the main findings in this paper.
The reference configurations comprise two sets of antenna configurations: (1) spatial and (2) cross polarization. The spatial reference comprises vertically-oriented half-wavelength dipoles separated by . In the cross polarization setup, the separation between the feeds for the vertical and the horizontal half-wavelength dipole is . The total radiation efficiencies for each of the antennas, as well as the correlation performance of the reference configurations, are presented in Table I . These reference configurations are designed for low correlation and balanced gains in uniform 3-D angular power spectrum (APS). The spatial reference exploits spatial diversity, whereas the cross polarization reference exploits angle and polarization diversity. Since these references are well known from the literature and practical applications, their 3-D radiation patterns are omitted in this paper.
Whereas the reference configurations represent close-to-ideal cases of dual-antenna design for exploiting spatial, angle and polarization diversities of the channel on the RX side, the terminal antenna configurations represent cases of practical placement of the dual co-band RX antennas in terminal-like prototypes. Each of the three terminal configurations consists of two single-band antennas of simple and well known designs placed in a given configuration on the ground plane of size 111 61 mm in a prototype of size 118 65 11 mm (see Fig. 3 ). The configurations are chosen to reflect spatial and closely located cases of multiple antenna implementations. The top and bottom placed antennas in prototype A are simple folded monopole antennas. The feed separation is 95 mm ( at 2.65 GHz), and thus this configuration represents the spatial implementation case. Prototypes B and C comprise closely spaced and orthogonally placed notch antennas with feed separations of 11 mm and 6 mm (i.e., less than at 2.65 GHz), respectively. The terminal prototypes were intended to resemble smart phones with realistic antenna implementations, and thus the antenna volume and placement were designed around a 3.5 inch display.
The terminal antenna configurations were evaluated in a user scenario of a two-hand grip position for data transfer mode, which is associated with online communication and entertainment. It is noted that the two hands case is intended to highlight the near field effects of the user. The human torso, which shadows part of the incoming waves, was not considered in this study. Fig. 1 shows the handheld setups as installed on the roof of the van used in the measurement campaign. The coordinate system given in Fig. 1 was used in both field and antenna radiation performance measurements. Finger position markings on the back covers of all the prototypes were used to ensure repeatability in the measurements. The terminal antenna configurations were also evaluated in free space (no user) scenario and the results are presented in [18] .
The total antenna efficiencies and envelope correlation in a uniform 3-D APS environment are shown in Table I . Furthermore, the radiation and polarization behavior of the antennas in each of the three terminal antenna configurations in the twohand grip position is presented in Fig. 4 (a)-(f). The antenna configurations in prototypes B and C have higher correlation than the one in prototype A in the case of uniform 3-D APS. The higher correlation indicates that there is more overlap in the radiation and polarization patterns of the two antennas in each of the two prototypes than those of prototype A. This is confirmed in Fig. 4 (a)-(f). The cause is pattern distortion due to the presence of the user hands. The antennas in the terminal configurations are originally designed for low correlation in free space. Nonetheless, the radiation performances in Fig. 4 (a)-(f) show differences in angular coverage enabled by each of the antennas in each the configurations, as well as differences in polarization states at these radiation angles. Thus, in all the three configurations, both angle and polarization diversity is exploited. Furthermore, spatial diversity is exploited in prototype A due to relatively large separation between the antenna branches.
IV. METHODS OF CHANNEL EVALUATION
From the original 8 4 MIMO channel measured along the driving route, the 2 2 channel matrices corresponding to the TX-RX configurations under evaluation were extracted for each of the three sectors for further post processing. Average channel gain, multipath richness and channel capacity for both noise- and interference-limited scenarios were evaluated. At each point along the route, the sector channel gains were compared and the sector with highest gain was chosen to be representative for that specific point. Hence, the channel gain, the measure of multipath richness, ellipticity statistic, and the capacity discussed further in this paper are based on switching between the sectors along the driving route. Averaging over nine wavelengths along the driving route was performed for all the calculated figure-of-merits in order to remove small scale fading from the data, and to enable the comparison of measurements from consecutive runs of the same route. The positional variations among these consecutive runs preclude a direct comparison on the scale of small scale fading. The averaging is limited to nine wavelengths since we found it to be the maximum distance for the channel to be wide-sense stationary (WSS) over several tested sections of the route.
A. Average Channel Gain
The average channel gain per RX branch at the th measurement point is obtained from the measured 2 2 MIMO channel matrices for the th point and th frequency subcarrier as (1) where denotes the Frobenius norm operator and is number of the subcarriers in the measured bandwidth. In a 20 MHz bandwidth in this measurement campaign, 162 narrowband channel realizations were sampled at each point along the route, and thus .
B. Multipath Richness
In this paper, the relative spread (or dispersion) of the measured channel eigenvalues and thus the multipath richness in the communication channel is characterized by ellipticity statistic (ES) [19] , [20] , as defined by (2) for the th channel realization . The numerator is the geometric mean of the eigenvalues of , whereas the denominator is arithmetic mean of these eigenvalues. is the conjugate transpose operator and denotes the rank of the measured channel.
is given as a real scalar value between 0 and 1.
indicates low eigenvalue dispersion and thus high multipath richness, whereas implies correlated sub-channels due to the lack of multipaths or polarization diversity.
C. Channel Capacity-NL Scenario
The channel capacity for is calculated assuming no knowledge of the channel at the transmitter using [21] (3) where is the 2 2 identity matrix, is the noise level estimated from the impulse responses of the measured sub-channels along the route and is total transmit power. At each point along the route and for each subcarrier, the capacity was evaluated at the corresponding signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which for both references and all three terminal antenna configurations in handheld position was in a range of 10-45 dB. In this paper, the presented capacity results are averaged over all subcarriers [22] as well as over nine wavelengths along the route. Furthermore, where indicated, "average capacity" involves a longer section of the route (i.e., 20 m) than only nine wavelengths.
D. Channel Capacity-IL Scenario
The channel capacity with interference, when neither the desired channel nor the interference channel is known at the transmitter, is given in [23] as (4) where (5) and is the -th measured 2 2 interference channel matrix for the th point and th frequency subcarrier. is the total power of the -th interfering (two-antenna) sector. In this paper, two interferers are assumed , which correspond to the channel matrices of the two (out of three) sectors with lower gains at each point along the route.
V. ANALYSIS
The empirical data presented and discussed in this section were collected on a low traffic route during off-peak traffic hours, in an effort to avoid large propagation channel variations between test drives. Here, the repeatability of the data for the overlapping part of the route, as described in Section II and shown in Fig. 1 , is quantified for the hand-held terminal measurements. The differences in received power and capacity for the overlapping part between these two runs are observed to be less than 1 dB and 0.8 bits/s/Hz, respectively. It is noted that the repeatability results for the reference antennas, omitted here for the sake of conciseness, are significantly better. Within the overlapping part, the measured SNRs are above 30 dB.
A. Reference Antenna Configurations at RX
Noise-Limited (NL) Scenario: The channel capacity performance of the TX-RX reference configurations in a NL scenario is shown in Fig. 5 . In this case, the capacity of the cross polarization reference at the RX side is higher than that of the spatial reference for most of the route. The channel gains for these two configurations as presented in Fig. 6 are very similar, except for a few small sections along the route where the differences are up to 3 dB. Hence, the difference in the channel gains is not the predominant cause of the capacity difference. Instead, the decisive factor is the difference in the ES performances of the two reference configurations, which are presented in Fig. 7 . The angular and polarization properties of the cross polarization reference at the RX side ensure high multipath richness (or high ES values) across the route, as compared to the spatial reference that is solely relying on spatial diversity. Furthermore, the cross polarization reference may also have the benefit of some spatial diversity in the multipath environment due to the separation between the feeds.
Two specific examples, using representative segments of the route corresponding to line-of-sight (LOS) (at 260 m) and nonline-of-sight (NLOS) propagation (at 430 m), are given here to highlight the important role of multipath richness in determining capacity performance. At 430 m, the two configurations have equal channel gains. However, the ES performances are different: ES 0.15 and ES 0.42 for the cases of spatial and cross polarization references, respectively. It is shown in [9] , [19] that ES has a similar impact as SNR on capacity under the conditions of Rayleigh fading and high SNRs. Therefore, the spatial reference configuration in this part of the route needs an equivalent dB higher channel gain (or SNR) to compensate for the low multipath richness and thus to achieve the 15% higher capacity that is enabled with the cross polarization reference at the RX side. Higher multipath richness in NLOS is obtained through angle and polarization diversity rather than through purely spatial diversity. This is partly a result of the cross-polarized TX antenna configuration and may not be applicable in general. As a further reference, the average ES for the 2 2 Rayleigh channel is 0.59.
At 260 m, where the propagation environment is characterized by LOS propagation with angle-of-arrival (AoA) of for the direct path, the capacity of the cross polarization reference configuration at the RX side is 19% higher than that of the spatial reference. As discussed by Andersen in [24] , LOS propagation is often characterized by low multipath richness, which can negatively impact the capacity performance but is commonly compensated by the increase in SNR due to a dominant signal path. Note, however, that scattering in the close proximity of the terminal can cause rich multipath even in a visual LOS scenario [25] . Since the two reference configurations have similar channel gains, it can be assumed that the SNR increase due to the dominant path affects both capacity performances in a similar manner. This is also confirmed by the same Rician K-factor of 9 dB in both configurations. Thus, the capacity difference is a consequence of the ES performances. Despite the obvious lack of multipath in LOS, high multipath richness (ES 0.85) is obtained in the case of cross polarization reference at the RX side and thus higher capacity is achieved. The higher capacity is enabled by polarization diversity, and hence in this LOS case the ES is a measure of how good two orthogonal polarization sub-channels can be obtained in the communication channel.
Interference-Limited (IL) Scenario: The average channel gains for the cross polarization reference at the RX side and each of the three sector antenna configurations at the TX side are presented in Fig. 8 . The channel gains for the three sector TX-RX configurations with the spatial reference configuration at the RX side are very similar to those presented in the Fig. 8 , and thus they are omitted here. At each point along the route, the TX-RX configuration with the best channel gain is chosen as the desired channel and the remaining two configurations are used as independent 2 2 multi-stream interference channels.
The introduction of interference with different properties along the route causes different effects on the capacity performance. At around 250 m and between 350-600 m, the channel gain of one of the two interferers is close to that of the desired channel (i.e., signal-to-interference ratio dB). Hence, for both reference configurations at these parts of the route, the decrease from NL capacity performance is greater than at other parts (see Fig. 5 ). When compared to the capacity performances in the NL scenario, the degradation is up to 78% at dB and up to 45% for dB. Between 350-600 m ( dB) the capacity of the cross polarization reference configuration at the RX side is decreased more than that of spatial reference configuration. For example, at 400 m, the decrease is 78% and 56%, respectively. Since this situation occurs over a large part of the route, the degradation can be observed in the overall average results on the route (see Fig. 9 ). In the case of cross polarization reference, both the desired channel and the dominant interference (from Sector 2) have different ES performances (see Table II ). Moreover, at this NLOS point on the route, the interference channel has higher ES, and thus the desired channel experiences interference with high multipath richness, i.e., spatially white interference. On the other hand, both the desired and dominant interference channels for the spatial reference have similar low ES, which implies that colored interference is introduced in a desired channel of low multipath richness. This means that the case of white interference in the multipath rich desired channel at this NLOS point degrades capacity more than the case of colored interference in the low richness desired channel. This phenomenon can be understood in that the angular spread is small in both the low richness desired channel and colored interference channel. As a result, there is a higher probability that the angles of arrival and departure of the multipath components between the desired and interference channels do not align, as compared to the multipath rich channel with white interference. Since the misalignment allows for more effective interference suppression, the capacity of the spatial reference does not decrease as much as that of the cross polarization reference. Therefore, the ES of both the desired channel and the interference channel are decisive of the resulting capacity performance. Whereas a rich multipath channel is of interest when there is no or low interference, a less dispersive desired channel can be beneficial when the interference is high and spatially colored.
B. Handheld Terminal Antenna Configurations at RX
NL Scenario: Over the entire 600 m route, prototype A generally performs better than prototypes B and C in the NL scenario (see Fig. 9 ). At the outage probability of 50%, prototype A at the RX side enables 16% higher capacity than prototype B, which has the worst average performance. In contrast to the reference cases where the capacity performance differences are due to large differences in ES between the configurations, the handheld prototype cases show significant differences in channel gains (see Fig. 10 ) and smaller differences in ES performances along the 600 m route (see Fig. 11 ). Fig. 12 illustrates diverse capacity performance behaviors of the terminal antenna configurations locally along the route, which result from their interactions with different propagation conditions. In the first 250 meter of the route, the ES performances are very similar for all three handheld prototypes Fig. 11 ), and hence the capacity performances are mainly decided by the channel gains. Thereafter, the differences in multipath richness are more prominent. For the purpose of understanding these local performances, three 20 m sections (with center points at 260 m, 460 m and 520 m) are chosen to be representative of our findings. Here, the local performance is represented by the average capacity for each of these 20 m sections. The length and positions of the sections are chosen such that propagation characteristics along the short distances are consistent, with regards to K-factor and visual propagation scenario. The local performances for the NL scenario are shown in Table III . To further investigate the capacity behavior of these terminals over even shorter route sections, the average capacities are also compared for 1 m route sections. The averaging over the 1 m sections corresponds to the removal of small scale fading by averaging over nine wavelengths at the three chosen center points. As previously noted, the nine wavelengths are appropriate for WSS assumption to be valid over several tested sections of the route. Since the same post-processing procedure is performed for all the presented figure-of-merits in this paper (unless otherwise mentioned), these average capacity values are readily available from Fig. 12 and thus not presented separately. At 260 m, where the propagation environment is characterized by LOS, the best performance is obtained with prototype A at the RX side. This case gives up to 12% higher performance, as compared to prototypes B and C (see Table III ). The performance over the 1 m section gives a "peak capacity improvement" of 14%. At the center point of the section where this peak improvement is achieved, prototype A has about 5 dB higher channel gain than prototypes B and C. Prototypes B and C have similar channel gains (i.e., difference of less than 0.5 dB) as well as similar ES (ES (B) 0.82, ES (C) 0.74). The low channel gains and high ES values suggest that prototypes B and C collect less power through the dominant signal path. This is confirmed using Rician K-factor. The K-factors for B and C are below 1 dB, whereas A has a K-factor of 5.4 dB. This correlates well with the 5 dB higher channel gain and less pronounced multipath richness (ES 0.55) in the case of prototype A at the RX side. Hence, at this local LOS section, it is power that is decisive of capacity performance. Prototype A has higher total antenna efficiencies, as well as angular and polarization patterns that are better aligned with the incoming dominant path at (see Fig. 4(a)-(f) ), and thus more power is collected.
At 460 m (NLOS), it is prototype C at the RX side that enables the highest capacity. The average capacity is 20% higher than that of prototype A with the lowest capacity (see Table III ). Compared to prototype B, the capacity of prototype A is 15% higher. The peak capacity improvement over the 1 m section centered at 460 m is 22%. In contrast to the previous case where the power is decisive of the capacity performance, the prototypes offer similar channel gains at this location. In particular, prototype C gives 0.5 dB higher channel gain than A, which in turn provides 0.5 dB higher channel gain than B. Considering the accuracy of the measurements, the channel gain performances can be assumed to be practically the same. However, the ES values are significantly different among the prototypes: A has ES 0.39, prototype B ES 0.49 and C the highest multipath richness with ES 0.83. Prototype C has dB advantage in multipath richness, as compared to A and dB advantage in multipath richness over B. Thus, the capacity performances at this local route section mainly reflect the ES of the RX configurations.
At yet another NLOS section, at 520 m, prototype C has the best capacity performance, which is 17% better than that of prototype B (see Table III ). The peak capacity improvement found at this location over the 1 m section is 29%. At this point, prototype C has ES 0.68 and approximately 2.3 dB higher channel gain than prototype B with ES 0.5. Hence, prototype C has dB advantage in multipath richness, and thus dB net advantage over prototype B. Here, it is the combination of both power and multipath richness that ensures superior capacity performance. Prototype A with ES 0.5 has similar channel gain as prototype C, and hence its lower capacity is due to its higher ES.
IL Scenario: In contrast to the NL scenario, in which prototype A gives the best performance both on average over the entire 600 m route and for nearly all outage probabilities, the three prototypes facilitate more similar performances in the IL scenario (see Fig. 9 ). However, at the outage probability of 50%, prototype A offers 12% higher capacity than prototype B, which has the worst performance. The channel gains of the desired and interference channels for all three prototypes follow the same trend as those presented for the reference cases in Fig. 8 , and thus they are not graphically depicted here. Over the 600 m route, the strongest interference is observed at 250 m and TABLE IV  SIR AND ELLIPTICITY STATISTIC OF DESIRED AND INTERFERENCE CHANNELS AT 1 M SECTIONS OF THE ROUTE, AND THEIR EFFECT ON CAPACITY FOR THE  HANDHELD TERMINAL PROTOTYPES AT THE RX SIDE 350-600 m with dB. In comparison to the NL scenario, the degradation in 50% outage capacity over the 600 m route is around 45%, 46% and 48% for prototypes A, B, and C, respectively (see Fig. 9 ). On the other hand, the 10% outage capacities of the three prototypes are degraded by 67%, 63% and 67%, respectively. The larger degradation for the lower outage probability is due to low SIRs at the parts of the route where capacity is lower in the NL scenario.
Local capacity performances for the IL scenarios (over 20 m route sections) are also presented in Table III . At the LOS section centered at 260 m, the best capacity performance is not obtained by prototype A, as in the NL scenario. On the contrary, prototype A shows the highest decrease in local average capacity, 52% compared to 37% and 36% for B and C, respectively, due to introduction of interference. To gain more insight of the effect of interference on capacity performance, the decrease in capacity as well as the desired and interference channel properties over three 1 m sections, are summarized in Table IV . At 260 m, prototype A experiences the highest interference, since it has the lowest SIR. From the NL scenario discussion, we know that prototype A has the highest efficiencies and also angular and polarization properties that are much more aligned with the direct (dominant) signal path than the other prototypes. Since this alignment likewise occurs in the interference channel, prototype A achieves the lowest ES in both the desired and interference channels. Moreover, given that the desired and interference direct paths are both aligned at AoA of , the lack of orthogonality between the desired and interference channels contributes to poorer interference suppression. In addition, despite that prototype B has 1.5 dB lower SIR than C, similar capacity decrease is observed. The ES results in Table IV suggest that the larger difference in ES between the desired and interference channels in prototype B compensates for its lower SIR by enabling better interference suppression.
At 460 m (NLOS), the capacity performances of prototypes A and B are similarly degraded due to the same SIR and closely similar desired and interference channel ES values (see Table IV ). In the case of prototype C, the SIR is 1.5 dB lower, and thus the capacity degradation as compared to the noise-limited case is expected to be higher. However, the lower SIR is compensated by the higher ES of the desired channel and the lower ES of the interference channel for C, relative to the other two prototypes. In other words, the larger difference in the multipath richness between the desired and interference channels facilitates more effective interference suppression. Therefore, it can be concluded that different mechanisms are responsible for the similar capacity decrease (i.e., 65%-67%) in the three prototypes.
Similar to the 460 m case, the capacity of prototypes A and B are degraded by the same amount at 520 m, due to similarities in the SIR and multipath richness of the desired and interference channels (see Table IV ). In this case, however, the capacity of prototype C is degraded less due to higher SIR as well as higher ES in the desired channel.
The percentage differences in capacity between the three prototypes are significantly higher in the IL scenario than in the NL scenario. Over the 20 m section centered at 260 m (LOS), the average capacity of prototype C is 20% better than that of A, which has the lowest capacity. On the other hand, the capacity difference over the shorter 1 m section is up to 30%. Prototype C also performs better than the other two prototypes in the NLOS cases at 460 m and 520 m. Compared to the worst average capacity performances, it gives 30% and 26% improvement at local 20 m sections at 460 m and 520 m, respectively. The peak capacity improvements over 1 m sections are even higher, i.e., 73% and 52% at 460 m and 520 m, respectively. Nevertheless, it is noted here that, despite extensive efforts to align the measurement points over multiple measurement runs of the same 600 m driving route, very high accuracy cannot be guaranteed. For example, in the vicinity of the 460 m point, prototype A appears to be not very well aligned with prototypes B and C (in trend), and thus the stated peak improvement of 73% may be overestimated. However, since B and C seem to be better aligned, the peak improvements between these two cases, found to be up to 55%, may be used instead to illustrate the significantly better performance that can be achieved locally with one of the prototypes as compared to the others.
C. Adaptation to the Local Communication Channels
The LOS and NLOS route sections, presented and discussed above, show how different radiation performances of dual-antenna configurations interact with several local propagation conditions to give different capacity performances. In Table V , the average capacity differences between the best performing prototype and one fixed configuration for each of three 20 m route sections are summarized for both NL and IL scenarios. The results give an indication of the potential benefit in capacity performance of dual-antenna terminals from antenna system reconfigurability. If we assume hypothetically that we can switch between the three RX terminal configurations for maximum average capacity along the given 20 m section ( ., using a single structure that realizes all three dual-antenna configurations through antenna selection), average capacity improvement of up to 17% can be obtained in the NL scenario, when prototype B is chosen as the fixed reference RX configuration. In the IL scenario, the improvement is up to 30%, relative to prototype A as the fixed RX configuration. The peak capacity improvements discussed in the previous section also suggest that higher capacity gains may be achieved, if the switching is performed faster (i.e., for less than 20 m).
The results in Table V suggest that antenna system reconfigurability can be used to alleviate interference. However, in a real LTE system, interference as well as power loss due to user influence are commonly combated by means of power control. Ideally, power control on all links can transform an IL scenario into a NL scenario. However, due to frequency reuse and requirements for quality-of-service, some interference is inevitable in a multiuser system like LTE. Nevertheless, power control is expected to kick-in to ensure that severe interference, as seen in some parts of the measured route, will not occur. Since our results show that adaptivity in the antenna patterns is more helpful in the IL scenario than the NL scenario, antenna system reconfigurability in the power controlled system would most likely produce results that are in-between those seen for the two extreme cases of the NL and IL scenarios.
If instantaneous switching for maximum capacity is applied along the entire 600 m route (i.e., based on the data with fast fading averaged out), the capacity gain at 50% outage probability, compared to prototype B, is 17% and 12% for NL and IL scenarios, respectively (see Fig. 13 ). This improvement compares favorably to that obtained in [26] for dual variable-length reconfigurable dipoles in a simulated (noise-limited) outdoor environment. In [26] , an 8% average capacity improvement is achieved at 20 dB SNR, as compared to a fixed antenna configuration. The SNR range covered by the 600 m route in this study is 10-45 dB. In addition, similar improvement as that from switching for maximum capacity is obtained by switching for maximum power in both NL and IL scenarios (see Fig. 13 ). This observation is also made in [27] , [28] for the NL scenario. We further note that this improvement is likewise similar to the capacity gain enabled by prototype A. Prototype A gives the highest 50% outage capacity amongst the three RX configurations, due to its superior channel gain performance, rather than Fig. 13 . CDF of capacity performance in NL and IL scenarios for each handheld terminal prototype at the RX side and when instantaneous switching for maximum channel gain and maximum capacity is applied.
its ES performance. However, neither choosing the best RX configuration at a given outage level nor the switching for maximum power or capacity can reveal the advantages that are observed locally when switching for maximum capacity is utilized.
The presented configurations serve as simple examples to highlight the potential of adaptation, despite the fact that they are not optimized for reconfigurability ( ., the antenna patterns across different prototypes are not fully orthogonal). Moreover, the practical aspect of implementing more than two co-band antennas in small terminal devices for switching purposes may be strongly limited by the size and form factor of the terminal. Thus, other ways of adaptation to the local channels should be considered. Capacity driven adaptation has recently been studied in number of contributions [26] , [28] - [32] , focusing on optimal and suboptimal methods for reconfiguring close-to-ideal spatial antenna configurations and providing an upper bound of the performance improvement potential. The performance improvement by reconfiguring practical compact antenna systems to give best channel performance in realistic user and propagation environments is, however, relatively unknown. Nonetheless, the simple RX configurations in this study highlight the importance of different antenna radiation characteristics for better antenna-channel interaction and thus better capacity performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, the results from an extensive 2 2 MIMO measurement campaign at 2.65 GHz in an urban macrocellular environment involving three compact dual-antenna topologies are presented. The topologies include one spatial and two closely spaced configurations, which are implemented in prototypes of size and form factor typical of today's smart phones. The antenna configurations were evaluated in a two-hand user grip position in NL and IL scenarios. The purpose is to study the potential of antenna system design as one key performance differentiator among terminals in a realistic usage scenario. Spatial and cross polarization configurations are also evaluated as reference cases, in order to obtain more insights.
The reference configurations show the importance of multipath richness for harvesting the potential of MIMO, when the channel gains are equal. In particular, polarization and angle diversity offers significantly higher multipath richness, and hence higher capacity, than spatial diversity in both LOS and NLOS NL scenarios. This is because correlation is expected to be significantly higher for the -separated co-polar dual-dipole setup in the presence of one or a few dominant paths than for the cross polarized antenna setup where orthogonal channels are achieved.
Whereas, overall for the entire driving route, the multipath richness is the decisive factor in the capacity performance of the reference configurations, the capacity performance of the handheld terminal configurations largely follows the channel gain. Hence, in general, the spatial topology in the handheld position is the best option for enabling maximum capacity, due to its antenna radiation properties that ensure the best channel gain. However, locally along the route, the multipath richness or the channel gain, or a synergy of the two, in both the desired and interference channels, enables different topologies to offer the best performance in different, local propagation conditions. These local performances highlight the importance of different antenna radiation characteristics for better antenna-channel interaction and interference suppression. The same results also give an indication of the potential in maximizing capacity through adaptation of the antenna to the channel. For the 50% outage capacity over the entire route, the switching between the three handheld antenna terminal configurations for maximum capacity gives similar performance to that of switching for maximum power, which also corresponds to the best performing terminal topology (i.e., prototype A). However, a significant advantage in average capacity performance is obtained at shorter sections of the route. In particular, improvements of up to 17% and 30%, relative to one fixed antenna configuration, is observed by switching for representative 20 m route sections in NL and IL scenarios, respectively. Moreover, faster switching (i.e., switching over 1 m) is found to offer even greater improvements.
